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Cultural History
Since time immemorial, the Palm Springs area has been home to the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla
Indians for generations. Archaeological research has discovered that the Cahuilla have occupied
Tahquitz Canyon for at least 5,000 years, mirroring the migration stories of the Cahuilla people.

The Cahuilla Indian name for the Palm Springs area was Sec-he (boiling water); the Spanish who
arrived named it Agua Caliente (hot water). And then came the name "Palm Springs" in reference to
both the native Washingtonia filifera palm tree and the Agua Caliente Hot Mineral Spring. The Hot
Spring waters provided the Cahuilla with clean water, a place for bathing, and a connection point with
a spiritual underworld populated by nukatem, or ancient sacred beings. The hot spring waters were
also utilized for healing purposes. The ceremonial life of the Cahuilla was a rich one. Elaborate
ceremonies marked every important milestone in life. Today, remnants of the traditional Cahuilla
society exist such as rock art, house-pits and foundations, irrigation ditches, dams, reservoirs, trails,
and food preparation areas, which still exist in the canyons.

Crops in the Agua Caliente area were irrigated by water from nearby streams. Remnants of these
rock-lined irrigation ditches from Tahquitz, Andreas, and Chino Creeks are still visible in areas
untouched by development. Archival documentation from the mid-1880s tells of elderly Indians
memories of parents working on these ditches when they were very young.

Women of the band were responsible for gathering all of the plants that were used for food. Some of
the basic food plants were acorns, mesquite beans, seeds of all kinds, wild fruit, agave and yucca. In
addition, the Cahuilla had an extensive trade system with neighboring tribes. Food, shells, animal
and mineral products were traded with the tribes of the surrounding areas.

Deep Impressions ~ A Collection of Vignettes

ESTABLISHMENT AND HISTORY OF THE AGUA CALIENTE RESERVATION

On May 15, 1876, Section 14 and a portion of Section 22 (Tahquitz Canyon) were set aside by Executive Order of President Ulysses S. Grant as
the Agua Caliente Indian Reservation. Later, in 1877, President Hayes extended it to cover the even numbered sections in three townships,
which totaled some 30,000+ acres. All of the land was tribally-owned. The Government had previously given the odd-numbered sections to the
railroad in the early 1870s as an incentive to build a cross-country rail line. On January 12, 1891, the US Congress passed the Mission Indian
Relief Act, authorizing allotments from the acreage comprising the Reservation. However, more than 50 years passed before the allotment
elections were approved by the Secretary of the Interior. An allotment is a land parcel owned by a Tribal Member. The Equalization Act of
September 21, 1959 finalized the individual Indian allotments. On a combined basis, the Tribe and its members currently represent the largest
single land owner in Palm Springs.
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